The Science behind the Show
There are different definitions for a robot but most include
that it is a mechanical device that can perform tasks
automatically. Robots usually do some or all of the following:
move, sense and exhibit intelligent behaviour. They also need
to be guided, either by a program or circuitry.

The different types of cubes used in the workshop are:

The robots used in this workshop are Cubelet robots. They
are a set of modular blocks which come preprogrammed to
either sense, think or act. The robots must be made of at least
three blocks and include power, a sense cube and an act
cube. Different sense cubes work in the same way as human
senses, they take in information about the world. Act cubes
lets the robots move or give an output, like a sound.

Sense Blocks
• Brightness Sensor – this sensor detects light and dark (or
black and white).
• Knob sensor – this sensor acts like a dimmer switch
changing the amount of output
• Distance sensor – this sensor allows the robot to measure
distance.

The cubes are completely modular. They contain magnets
and to build a robot you magnet cubes together. Once they
are connected, power and information can pass between
them. Pupils can build and test the robots in any combination
to try and solve the challenges they are given. By changing
the order of the cubes or adding think cubes into their robots
they can change the behaviour shown by the robots.

Act Blocks
• Drive – this cube has wheels which will drive a robot
• Speaker – this cube can make sound
• Rotate – this cube has a rotating side
• Bar graph – this cube has a bar graph to show how
much input is coming to it
• Light – this cube has a light

The think cubes are used to alter the way information is
passed between the sense cubes and the act cubes. Pupils
are given a passive cube which just passes the information
across without changing it and an inverse cube which passes
on the opposite information, i.e. if the inverse cube is told it is
hot it will pass on the message it is cold.

Think Blocks
• Passive – this cube passes information and power
without changing it, it can be used for building
• Inverse – this cube passes on the opposite information
from what it receives

Power Block
• Battery – this provides electricity to the robot – every
robot must have one

ROBO CONSTRUCTORS
Welcome to Generation Science!
Brought to you by the Edinburgh International Science
Festival, our shows and workshops
spark pupils’ curiosity and bring science to life.

Event Description
Robo Constructors is a chance for pupils
to get hands on with designing and
building robots with no need for prior
knowledge. Using Cubelets, a modular
cube based robot system, pupils can
explore cause and effect, input and
output and discover different uses for
robots.
As the Cubelets do not require coding to
work pupils can focus on how the robots
act and behave. Working in pairs,
groups and as a class they will complete
a range of challenges to expand their
knowledge on how robots work.

Curriculum Links
Robo Constructors complements the
following experiences and outcomes:

What we do
Each show or workshop is fully equipped and delivered by
trained science communicators. We create fun, interactive
environments where everyone gets out of their seats and gets
involved. Our inspiring demonstrations and engaging activities
are linked to the Curriculum for Excellence, explaining key
concepts in a unique and memorable way.

TCH 1-01a: I can explore and
experiment with digital technologies and
can use what I learn to support and
enhance my learning in different
contexts.
TCH 1-09a: I can design and construct
models and explain my solutions.
TCH 2-09a: I can extend and enhance
my design skills to solve problems and
can construct models.
TCH 2-12a: I can extend my
knowledge and understanding of
engineering disciplines to create
solutions.
TCH 2-15a: I can create, develop and
evaluate computing solutions in response
to a design challenge.

Some Useful Links
modrobotics.com/education/educator-resource-hub
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Learning Outcomes
• Describe what robots are and why
they are useful
• Recall how different sensors can be
used to control a robot’s movement
• Describe how to build robots with
different configurations using
different senses and actions
• Identify how different components
can change the behaviour of a
robot
• Troubleshoot the construction of a
robot to identify why it is not
performing as expected
• Use critical thinking, teamwork and
problem solving skills to complete
challenges

FOLLOW-UP CLASSROOM ACTIVITY 1

FOLLOW-UP CLASSROOM ACTIVITY 2

Programme a Human

Opposite Simon Says

You will need:

You will need:

• Paper
• Pen or pencil

• Instructor
• Space for the class to move

1. 	Play Simon says

1. In a small group, think of a simple task; such as walking
to the door and opening and closing it, or walking to the
bin and sharpening a pencil.

2. T ogether, plan and write down step by step instructions
(a programme) for a human to complete the task as if
they have never done it before.

Simon says clap

4. S
 wap instructions with another group and see
if your programme works.

Were there more or less instructions than you were expecting?
Did you find these simple tasks simple to programme?

Simon says right hand up

Simon says hands on head

Simon says hands on waist

Simon says right hand up

Choose a pupil to come up and lead Simon Says, try a few moves as normal. Then play Opposite
Simon Says, whatever the leader says you do the opposite (hands up means hands down, sit
down mean stand up). Try another pupil being leader.

Explanation

Explanation
In order for robots to move how we
need or want them to, we must give
them a set of instructions. We call
these instructions a program, and the
robot will only do what the program
instructs it to. It is important to keep this
set of instructions as simple as possible,

Simon says hands on waist

2. 	Play opposite Simon says

Simon says clap

3. T est the instructions on someone in the group.
They must only move how the instructions tell
them to. Can they complete the task?

Simon says hands on head

otherwise they can become very long
and complicated.
It is also possible to include instructions
on how the robot should react to
information gathered by its sensors.
Sensors can tell robots how close they
are to objects, how light or dark it

is or even how much sound there is.
We behave the same when we make
decisions on how to move depending
on what we hear, see or feel. These
are called ‘if/then’ decisions as they
are based on doing one thing in
reaction to something else.
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Robots need an input to do something, just like we use
instructions to carry out a task. This input can either
come from a set of instructions, called a program or from
information the robot takes from the world around it. This
information comes through sensors, very similar to the ones
humans have, like eyes and ears. This input information tells
the robot how to act.

This information can be changed by the robot so it acts in a
different way to what it would normally. A robot can change
the input in lots of ways, including reversing it. Just like the
pupils, the robot can take the instruction as an input but use
the opposite of the message to influence how it acts.
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